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The last opportunity in our lives

Sun Myung Moon and Hak Ja Han
June 24, 2012 
Hoon Dok Hae Cheon Jeong Peace Palace (HC 5.5) 

Hak Ja Han:

This could be the last opportunity in our lives, and from the viewpoint of the providence this is the
final point in time when we must establishing true faith. I think all of you are blessed members; hat is
the blessed families' responsibility on the earth? What is it? What is it that you have to achieve while
you are on earth? What is God's desire?

Just yesterday I heard that the 72 couples celebrated their golden wedding anniversary. Many blessed
families have followed God's will over for fifty years or more, beginning from the 36 couples)

What can you say you have accomplished? These days Father often says "everything is completed.
Now we are on the last stretch." What do you all think? The truth is that when we look around us, the
world is full of imperfect accomplishments.

It is time to put things in order and tie them to one center; however, each of you thinks and acts too
individually. It seems to me that you are primarily concerned with what you want to be and what you
have to do before you consider whether what you are doing is aligned with the center. If that is the
case, we will not be able to realize one world. You have been unable to unite centered on Heaven,
and though you should live, think, act and practice a lifestyle that helps connect everything in your
lives to the center with every breath you take and with each new day, this is regrettably not yet coming
to pass.

So what I am asking of you, since Foundation Day is not far away now, is to achieve results as
blessed families who live in this era and attend True Parents. How many times True Father has
emphasized that you need to carry out your responsibilities as tribal messiahs and that "You must
fulfill your mission"!

Father has also permitted us the grace of ancestral liberation, through which the spiritual world and
the physical world can be united. He has thus has opened the path in front of us. When we consider
whether you have met his expectations and achieved satisfactory results, however, we are sorry to
find that you are still far from reaching the standard set by Heaven. Henceforth, you should stop
thinking only about yourselves and endeavor to become one with the providence centered on True
Parents. You should create an environment extending to your surroundings that reveals what your
center is. After all, isn't it our ultimate responsibility to build the kingdom of heaven on earth in which
we attend God?

It is true that this is a rather difficult time for the Unification Church. Nevertheless, I am sure that you
have clearly learned what the will of God and True Parents is in the Original Substance of Divine
Principle workshop you attended recently. You need to do your very best in the positions you have



been given. This is the final stage. If you are standing on the edge of a cliff and your next move will
determine whether you live or die, how will you act?

From this standpoint, we also need to think about this Hoon Dok Hae session. Hoon Dok Hae should
be about how we, our surroundings, our church and our nation can grow. There are many occasions
when Father continues speaking for ten hours or more, be it night or day, because sometimes you are
not in the right level of relationship with him.

He does this more often when he comes to Korea. He is surely doing so because he anguishes over
you. With Foundation Day only a few months away, I hope and pray that you will do your best and
become blessed families, leaders and members that can achieve great results in front of Heaven.

Sun Myung Moon:

I hope, when you leave, that you will leave everything behind and go completely cleansed, with a
resolution to fulfill your responsibility as the owners of your nations with the authority of the beloved
and hopeful son of God. Mother! The difficult world will soon end. It must come to an end sometime.
You should all remember that it must inevitably come to an end, and that although you may hear
reports and see things that touch your heart, you should fulfill your responsibilities first and wait. Do
you understand? [Yes]

Now, then, let us bring this morning session to a close. Have a safe trip back home. 



True Mother's Guidance given on 7.1 by the Heavenly Calendar in 3rd Year of
Cheon-gi

August 18, 2012

We will never stop. Please engrave these words in your heart. 

We must certainly accomplish the teachings that Father has been giving us until now.

Currently, Father is fighting intensely against his illness. However, brothers and sisters [Mother uses
shikku,
meaning family member], please do not grieve. Please do not be disturbed, but continue on
unwaveringly. You should have the firm resolution and determination to achieve all the things that
True
Father has been striving to accomplish.

I believe you have all worked hard until now and done your best. However, you need to feel now that
the
standard of having done your best is no longer enough. And so let's work harder, ten times or even a
hundred times more. The harder you work, the more Heaven will remember you. Please go forward
with
this knowledge that you will become blessed families remembered by Heaven.

What is important to us at this time is of course Father's current health situation. However, more
important than anything else is offering Jeong Seong for True Father. Please gather Jeong Seong while
praying for True Father's swift and complete recovery.

I do not want to cause you to worry.

Once again I ask of you, please take to heart that, for us, there is no stopping on the way. Please do
your
best. You should absolutely not neglect the various things you are preparing for Foundation Day. You
should do your best in these preparations. Thank you for coming here as you have. Let us work
diligently
together.



Being with True Father Before and After His Ascension

Hak Ja Han

September 23, 2012

True Mother wrote this message on the morning of 8.8 by the heavenly
calendar (September 23, 2012), the twenty-first day after True Father’s
Ascension. She gave it to Dr. Peter [Hyo Yul] Kim and asked him to bring it
to the main church in Seoul (Cheon Bok Gung) and read it to the
congregation. Mother later instructed that the message be translated into
English and Japanese and sent out to the world.

My beloved members, upon True Father’s ascension, you all pledged in front of Heaven
to do your best with deep love and devotion. We remember our hearts as we asked him
to please not worry about what is happening in the physical world and to ascend
to the spirit world comfortably. All his life, Father did not care about himself,
but instead dedicated himself wholeheartedly to the liberation of God and the salvation
of humanity. He therefore left behind him many remarkable accomplishments.

Father liberated God by exercising the prerogative given only to the True Parents,
and he opened wide the way for God to directly govern the earthly world and the
spiritual world. With this single-minded heart and will, he lived only for the sake
of others, not looking after his own body. Never wasting a single minute or second
of his life, he lived every moment with the feeling that he did not have enough time.
Many were the times, therefore, when he missed meals. Father could not even think
about taking the rest his physical body desperately needed.

Since he was born with a healthy body, if Father had taken care of himself he could
have lived a longer life. During the last few years, however, he would say that each
day felt like a thousand years; that was how busy he was.
He really did not want to go to hospital at this time, and since he was in charge of
everything, I could not help him in any way. In particular, when he was traveling
abroad he traveled from east to west and back rather than from north to south. He
should have avoided long-distance travel if possible; if necessary, he could have
gone back and forth once every two or three years. That was the medical opinion.

However, in the past year alone Father traveled to and from the United States eight
times. Why did he lead such a life?
He had set the date for Foundation Day, but he knew that he would pass into the
spirit world before that day. This was why his lifestyle was one of not wasting even
a minute or a second of his life. Knowing this, I wished to stop him with any excuse



I could think of. Sometimes, I told him that I wasn’t well enough to travel with him.
He would then reply that he would go by himself. In this way, he continued to live a
taxing life.

Beloved members, just as the cars we ride in and the equipment we use in factories
need to be oiled and maintained to last longer, we also need to make effort to
maintain our youth in any way we can before our bodies age. Such is the era we are
living in, isn’t it? Father, however, lived his life beyond all such cares. He followed a
schedule of overexerting himself, speaking for more than ten hours during Hoon
Dok Hae sessions and visiting Geomun Island or Yeosu by helicopter.
Over straining himself repeatedly in such a way, in the end he caught a cold.
Catching a cold at that age is a most fearful thing. Though he should have gone to
the hospital and done something about it right away, some time passed before he
would go. The cold worsened and developed into pneumonia. His lungs became
weak, and in the end, his condition worsened and complications set in.
Though he did not want it, finally he had to be admitted to the hospital, by which
time he had become very weak.

In early August, after all kinds of tests had been carried out over a period of ten
days or so, he wanted to leave the hospital for a while. He found it difficult to stay
in the hospital, saying that it felt like a prison. We had no choice but to have him
discharged. That was on August 12.
After leaving the hospital, during the one day he stayed in Cheon Jeong Gung
Father told his assistants, “I want to eat with Mother today.” I usually sat next to
him during meals, but on that day he said, “I want to eat sitting face to face with

Mother so I can see her face.” So, we set the table accordingly. However, Father
stared at my face for a long time instead of eating. I believe he was engraving my
face in his heart. I felt tears welling up inside of me, but on the outside I
maintained a smiling face and asked him to try this dish or that, saying to him,

“This one is quite good, and that is also delicious.” After that experience, I became
more serious than ever, and I strongly wanted to make him take a nap. He,
however, pressed his staff members to accompany him as he hurriedly visited
various parts of Cheon Jeong Gung.

August 13 was an extremely sunny day. Despite the hot sun, and even though he
had to be accompanied by an oxygen tank almost as tall as a man, he insisted on
looking around the palace. Father did a tour of Cheon Jeong Gung. He visited the
Cheongshim Middle and High School and the nearby small park, and drove
around the Cheongshim Peace World Center and the Chung Pyung training center.
He then came and sat in the sitting room in Cheon Jeong Gung and asked for a
digital recorder. Holding the recorder in his hand, Father thought deeply for about



ten minutes and then spoke while recording what he said. As you may know from
having heard his recorded voice, Father gave the same message three times on that
day -- in the sitting room, in the master bedroom, and in Cheongshim Hospital.
He said, “Everything is done! Everything is done!” He then went on to pray,
struggling for breath, “I will return everything back to Heaven.” He emphasized, “I
have brought things to conclusion, completion and perfection.” And he took my
hand and said, “Mother, thank you! Mother, please take care of things!”

What meaning could be attributed to his uttering such words? Every now and then,
he said such things as, “The time has come for me to go. I know when I will pass
away.” I am sure that during this time he was making his final preparations. What I
am relating to you is only a small part of what happened before Father ascended; in
truth, I experienced much more with Father during those days. When we had our
meals, we usually sat next to each other, and he would be aware of my presence
and would hold my hand firmly in his as he ate. Whenever I think about such
things, I am very sorry, and it hurts my heart to think that I let him go without
making him more comfortable. When I asked him to rest, he sometimes said, “I
want to lay my head in your lap, Mother” and would take a very short nap.

Of late, he did things he had never done when he was healthy. Father, who had lived
his whole life more energetically than anyone else, wished to stay close to me at all
times when he became less well, and needed me and depended on me like a child
does his mother.

Yesterday, I was told that a member had mentioned feeling empty after Father
passed away and was missing him so much, and that if she could see my face she
would be strengthened; so she had communicated a sincere plea for me to come to
Cheon Bok Gung. Why am I unable to go there? I am still in the middle of the
forty-day period of preparing meals [for True Father], today being the twenty-first
day.

Even while working in Heaven, Father comes at mealtimes without fail. We have
set the times to offer him meals as 7:00 am, 12:00 noon, and 6:00 pm. While on
earth, he had been unable to follow such a schedule, but after passing into the spirit
world, he always comes on time. I can actually feel it.

Every day, I converse with Father. I explain to him about the soy-bean-paste soup
and other side dishes he had enjoyed during his time on earth and ask him to
please help himself to them. Since I should offer these meals three times a day, I 
have no personal free time.

During Father’s lifetime, I was never able to serve him his meals on time, and this is
why I must at least devote myself to this task during this time.



Dear members, at the moment of Father’s ascension, I promised Father that I
would work to fulfill all that he had desired to do for humanity until my last day
on earth.

That is why I am busy these days. I need to reorganize Korea’s presently complicated
situation, and I intend to establish the tradition of marching forward centering on
the Holy Spirit and the truth in our Unification Church. With the goal of nurturing
our church to become a spontaneous one, I am receiving reports from many of
our church officials and leaders and making new plans. Therefore, I ask you to
please wait just a little while longer.
Given that the Lord at his Second Coming, the Savior, the Messiah, and the True
Parent who had come to us for the first time in six thousand years has now
departed, do you think forty days of devotion is enough? Would a hundred days of
devotion be enough? The religious devotion of attendance has no end. Henceforth,
I hope you will understand that everything that is carried out in Korea from this
day onward will be centered on True Mother.
Our first goal is to do our absolute best and fight at the risk of our lives to firmly
establish Cheon Il Guk by Foundation Day. I hope you will not forget that the
responsibility to bring this nation and all its citizens to receive the blessing from
True Parents lies with you. Only by working a hundred times or a thousand times
harder than before can you repay the love and grace you have received from True
Father.

Dear members, we will now make our Unification Church a living and breathing
church, as it was in the early days. We will develop it into a spontaneous, creative
and dynamic church, unrestricted by numbers or systems. We will make it into a
church centered on the Principle and on love, which will be like a nest with the
warmth of a mother’s embrace that will make us wish to go there and always remain
there. As in the beginning time, we will make it so that the sound of Divine
Principle lectures is constantly heard in our churches.
I hope all of you will be grateful for the work you do day by day and that you will
be blessed. Please achieve the best results of your life. Foundation Day is not far off
now. Once again, I ask all of you to please become such people.



All the People of the World sent Father off 

Hak Ja Han

October 27, 2012
Hoon Dok Hae
Cheon Hwa Gung, Las Vegas, on HC 9.13

Whether we knew it or not, it is clear that all the people of the world, with one heart and one
intention, sent Father off. In fact, your responsibilities are very important. Everything depends on
whether you fulfill your obligations or not. We don't know how many years later it will be, but
eventually we will all go to the spirit world.

Father, who is now in the spirit world, trusted that we were doing our work on earth, even though he
knew that some could not be trusted. Therefore, you need to do your best during this period, so that
when you enter the spirit world, Father will remember you and say, Ah! At least you tried; and now
you've come.

What should you do to make this possible? Father gave us our goals before he passed away.
Foundation Day is not the end. We need to do our best until we have liberated all humankind and
brought the world's 6.5 billion people into God's presence. This is why Father urged you for a very
long time to fulfill your mission as tribal messiahs.

The reality, however, is that you have been unable to witness even to those people around you. How
pitiful that is! At present, America is internally struggling. The American members need to reflect on
themselves and repent....

The American people in this day and age are living in the same era as the Lord's Second Coming, and
if they say, "We didn't know," for the most part, you are responsible for their ignorance. It will not end
with just accusations. You will not find even one place to hide in in the eternal world, nowhere. Do
you understand this point? Father believed in you. Why, then, did your witnessing not succeed? Why
were you unable to restore your tribes? The more I think about it, the more fully I realize that you did
not receive much help from Heaven. You did not reach the standard of becoming God's object partner.
You should repent for that....

Because Father knew that he had a stubborn streak to his character, he began his work with his mind
centered first on Heaven in all respects, going through a long period of devoting himself in prayer as
if offering penance, saying, Before wishing for dominion over the universe, let me gain perfect
dominion over myself!

On the other hand, what have you done? When you were promoted to a slightly higher position, you
thought of it as success -- you men in particular. In this regard at least, women have sinned less than
men. Father spoke harshly to women, telling them they must pay indemnity for Eve's fall, but now the



era of indemnification is over and this is no longer necessary. We are now in the realm of equal
status, equal rights and equal participation, aren't we? (Yes) It is true that women need to take the lead
at this point, which is why I brought all my daughters-in-law with me....

Many men are here in Las Vegas. Is it easier for men to unite or for women to unite? (It is easier for
women to unite.) The men here should think to themselves that they are mourning at Father's grave
side for three years and try to unite. Is there anything you cannot achieve with True Parents?...

One Bible verse states, "Whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you
loose on earth will be loosed in heaven." I believe we need to place great importance on this. It
suggests that depending on whether we fulfill our responsibilities on earth, the stage for Father's work
in the spirit world will widen. Thus, the earthly plane is very important. That was why God created
the heavens and the earth, and why He created Adam and Eve on earth. He spoke of the kingdom of
heaven being on earth first.

Father alone cannot achieve the kingdom of heaven in heaven. Though God is the God of light, until
now the spirit world has remained in darkness, because the evil spirit world has grown strong. Did
you know that? Most spiritual mediums form connections to the middle spirit world. If you go up a
mountain there are mountain spirits, for example. When they pray they can only form a connection to
that level of the spirit world; they cannot connect to a higher plane. If I continue talking about this, it
will interfere with today's program! I believe that I should have hope in all of you, so will you help?
(Yes) Will you men help? (Yes.) You should work, with women leading the way.

The only way we can save America is for women to take the lead. After close observation, I've come
to see that politics cannot be trusted. It is full of men who live day to day. When they think something
is righteous, why can't they go about it like a man? They look petty, small-minded and ludicrous to my
eye. They have bigger bodies and greater strength than women do. Yet, how can they be so narrow-
minded...?

Since we are living in that kind of era now, men should not think themselves superior and should
make unity. Only when they are united can they exert their full power. Who is interpreting into
English? (It is Moon-shik Kim.) Men, pay attention! (Yes!)

When Father first came to America, he said, "America is sick, so I have come as a doctor. America is
in flames, so I have come as a fireman." At present, America is in flames and is about to fall off a
cliff. Not one nation in the world respects America. That is why America has adopted the no-visa
policy. In the past, America was arrogant. The truth is that, now, America is more unstable than any
other country. The former Soviet Union is looking to the future and doing everything it can to become
one with Europe and keep China in check. In fact, a minister in Putin's administration attended our
most recent UPF assembly.

I see that it all depends on how you do. Those who say, "It won't be; it can't be," won't be able to
achieve anything. Those who translate their words into action can accomplish what they set out to do.
This observation is based on the reports I've received. Do you understand? (Yes.) I hope Father
continues to love America, because, if he does, it will give me a reason to come here more often. The



fact is that when I leave this time, I don't know when I will come again. It all depends on how you do.
I hope you will not think this is a small thing but actually return to the mind-set prevalent at time our
church began. You should strive to create an environment in which the sound of Divine Principle
lectures never ceases in our churches.

To give Divine Principle lectures, you first need to have the right attitude. Okay? No matter how
difficult your environment is, you are standing in Father's place conveying Heaven's word. You
should therefore think, "I believe I should first have dominion over myself." When you think like that,
you will automatically change your clothes and dress more smartly, wash yourself when you find
yourself dirty, and invest all your sincerity. That's natural. Giving birth to something living cannot be
done by merely killing time and hosting programs. The same is true for women giving birth. Just
because the time has come does not mean a woman will have her baby at that moment. I could explain
this better if men had experienced the pain of labor even once. If so, men would become so much
more humble.

You should not be self-centered. You need to put yourself aside; to do so, you first need to unite your
mind and body and thus begin working and acting on what you say. This is how you can achieve
freedom and peace. If I am happy, and those around me are happy, that is freedom, isn't it? The
problem is your own self. The kingdom of heaven is where such people live together. All you need to
do is to translate Father's teachings into action and lead your lives accordingly. Stop giving excuses
and stop making up theories for not doing that. First take dominion over your own selves.

That is why I am doing so many things now. It is all for you and your future generations. How could
you possibly deal with the Christians of today? Not knowing that the Lord has come again, those old-
fashioned Christians hang on to their worn-out Bibles and offer prayers and devotions asking the Lord
to come on the clouds. If they come to understand the providence, how much will they repent and
lament? "The Lord came and went while I was still alive!" How devastated would they be by that
thought? This fact would dumbfound them more than the fact that they waited two thousand years for
nothing. I will create a book that will make them throw away their Bibles, a book that will make them
feel that Father is eternally alive.

Yesterday, I heard a brief report to the effect that members in South America held a bazaar to raise
money to come here, and they prayed, ''Please let us earn just $1,000." They were able to come
because they made $1,070. As you can see,

Heaven helps you with even the smallest things based on your thoughts and efforts; these members
came here with joy, gratitude and hope in their hearts.

Know this! Our future is not dismal but bright! Open your eyes in the morning feeling nothing but
gratitude. Go to sleep at night with a grateful heart, saying, "I did this and that today. I was able to do
all this thanks to our Heavenly Father's protection. Thank you. Tomorrow, I will make even more
effort to return all that I have received to God." If you do that, you can't help being happy.

Many of you have come from America, Japan, Korea and other places to attend the Women's
Federation assembly. Let us begin our work from this point. (Yes.)



Then let us shout loudly three times. Heavenly Father, thank you! (Heavenly Father, thank you!) True
Parents, thank you! (True Parents, thank you!) All of us, thank you! (All of us, thank you!)  
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